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Elk Sponsorship ($3,000 or more)

Benefits of sponsorship: Conference registration waiver (3), recognition in program and

on presentation screens, recognition on our online platforms, display table space

available during the conference upon request

Sage Grouse Sponsorship ($2,000 − $2,900)

Benefits of sponsorship: Conference registration waiver (2), recognition in program

and on presentation screens, recognition on our online platforms, display table space

available during the conference upon request

Spotted Frog Sponsorship ($1,000 − $1,999)

Benefits of sponsorship: Conference registration waiver (1), recognition in program and

on presentation screens, recognition on our online platforms, display table space

available during the conference upon request

Oregon Silverspot Sponsorship ($500 − $999)

Benefits of sponsorship: Recognition in program and on presentation screens,

recognition on our online platforms, display table space available during the

conference upon request

Keynote Speaker Sponsor (Full at $999 or half at $500): covers registration,

accommodation, and travel expenses for plenary speakers.

Western Bumblebee Sponsorship ($250 − $499)

Benefits of sponsorship: Recognition in program and on presentation screens,

recognition on our online platforms

Student Sponsor ($400): covers registration and accommodation for a student to

attend and participate in the conference.

http://www.ortws.org
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Frequently Asked Questions
Why consider sponsorship?
The 2024 ORTWS Annual Conference is devoted to the theme of How it’s made: Understanding Process
& Policy in Wildlife Decision Making. This topic is of interest and benefit to a broad array of private,
government, academic and non-governmental groups and individuals in the Pacific Northwest. More
than 300 attendees are expected representing a broad set of interests in the region. Showing
participation and being recognized as a sponsor throughout the conference conveys support and
engagement in this year’s conference theme and purpose.

What does my sponsorship support?
Sponsor contributions go toward covering direct costs of conducting the conference and associated
workshops, including room and space charges for the venue, technical and plenary program costs,
participant interaction forums, poster displays, guest speakers, student support, equipment rentals,
capacity-building workshops, and more.

How is my sponsorship recognized?
You will be recognized during announcements at the Annual Conference and with visual displays leading
up to and throughout the conference, and in the conference program (depending on the sponsorship
level chosen).

What will happen at the Annual Conference?
The Annual Conference is a three-day conference on wildlife science and management which includes
technical presentations, focused symposia, professional interaction forums, plenary sessions, and
student mentoring events. These events provide opportunities for wildlife students and professionals to
learn about, discuss, and potentially influence diverse aspects of wildlife conservation and management.

Who else sponsors this conference?
In the recent past, sponsors have included outdoor product suppliers (e.g., Alpen Optics, Aero Sensor
Northwest, Cabela’s, J.L. Darling), environmental consultants (e.g., WEST Inc., Turnstone, Mason Bruce &
Girard), forest management companies (e.g., Manulife, Port Blakely, Weyerhaeuser), and natural
resources agencies (e.g., BLM, USFWS, USFS, ODFW). There are others and we hope the list will continue
to grow as sponsoring entities recognize the many benefits of helping sponsor the Annual Conference!
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